New from Crestron Shading Solutions

New Crestron Color Match Service
Thanks to our exclusive new Color Match service, Crestron roller
shades are now available in any color your customers desire.* All
you have to do is provide a Pantone® color code or a physical color
sample and we’ll do the rest. It couldn’t be easier to offer shades
that integrate perfectly into your customers’ design schemes. No
other manufacturer offers this level of customization and flexibility
– use it to drive your shade sales!

Here’s how it works →

Start using Crestron Color Match today
The Crestron Color Match service is ready to go in the CDT for both
motorized and manual roller shades. It is available in fabrics with
openness factors of 1, 3, 5 and 10% as well as blackout shades.
Here’s how it works:
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Step 1: Set up a shade project in CDT as usual and
select the “Color Match” fabric. These are in the
fabric list as CSF-CLRMATCH-xx, where xx is the
openness factor (01, 03, 05, 10 and 00).
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Step 2: Enter a Pantone® color code provided by the
customer/interior designer, or elect to ship us a color
sample, such as a fabric swatch, color chip or small

Pantone Color Number

16-5123

object with the desired color.
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Step 3: We’ll quickly send you 9 numbered fabric
samples matched to the desired color for your
customer to choose from. Just send us an email
saying which sample number is the best overall

Lab

58 -33 -12

Lab

67 -32 -17

Lab

51 -23 -21

match and we will begin building the shade(s).

Additional details
Lab

71 -32 -11

Lab

74 -39 -14

Lab

46 -15 -29

• The lead time for delivery of Color Match shades is 4
weeks, once we receive the order with Pantone color or
physical color sample.
• There are no extra set up charges and no minimum
quantities when using Color Match but fabric pricing is

Lab

51 -24 -9

Lab

60 -29 -15

Lab

53 -26 -18

higher than normal offerings and based on height/width
of each shade.
• Color is applied to the interior side of each shade only;
the exterior side is solid white.

The best shades get even better
Crestron Color Match allows you to offer customers the
best performing, highest quality shades and unparalleled
color customization. Start using this exciting new service to
your advantage today. If you have any questions, please
email us at colormatch@crestron.com or visit
crestron.com/shades for more information

• Only solid colors can be matched at this time; Color
Match will be available for multiple colors, patterns, and
custom designs in the near future.
• Our exclusive Right Size Guarantee does not apply; Color
Match shades cannot be returned for free re-sizing.
• The limited lifetime warranty on Crestron QMT® shade
motors is not affected by choosing the Color Match Service.

* Whites brighter than the base fabric color cannot be matched
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